 N ovem ber 4, B ead N ovem ber 21, 1861, th e other 
. Hence the condition that 4/i(f)' 5r + ^o(s)may he an internal factor of will he Pofe) -^o (g) 'f'l(g) (2-)
<Pt*+ < P o
Before proceeding further, we may remark that the remainder, after internally dividing by 'v^i(^)' r + 4 / 0(f)? can differ from that last above found only in respect of the remainder arising from the division of < p3(g)7r3 by the factor in question; hence we hate now only to divide the term by 4'i(f)^'+'4/o(f)? and add the remainder so found to (2.), in order to have the condition required for the third I $ u :/ . ~ ■ degree. Proceeding to the division, writing %= and omitting for the present < p3, which, since the division is internal, can be replaced as an external factor in the remainder, we have * * +~ -| % +X^+2 % V + X -x^-^x^-x -x^-yfy-xx (%2-2% v + (%2-2% )^T+ -2%x -X5+3XX-XHence the condition th at 4'o(?) may be an internal factor of < p3(g)ir3 +£>2(f j'*'2 + Viig)* + v Ww ill be the identity of which with Mr. R ussell's condition, given in p. 75 of his paper, I have verified.
For the fourth degree, -W * + (x2--(x3-5xx + 3x") ** + x**+ 3%' ^ % g -h x " --X'*' 3-3% v-3x'V-%" -x^r3-%V2-2%x ** ~ XX" (%2-3% V 2+(2^%' -3%')t + (%%"-%") (x2-3x K + ( x 3-3x % ')r+ (x V -3X2) -(x3-5XX + 3x")^-X2X + 3x'2+X X '-X"
-(x3-5XX + 3%" )^-X4+ 5X2X -3xXv x4-6x2x -4x x x+ 3x x 2-x" X4-6x2x -4xx"4*3 x 2-X " = -x (-x3+ 3%x -x") .+ X3+ 3XX -x")' 
B ra+1= -^Bn+ B 4,
and consequently, remembering th at R 0= l , we have the condition that , 4i(g' )®'+, 4o(f) may be an internal factor of The law of the quotients is best seen by actual division. In case of ^sr2+<Pi^'+P<» given above, the quotient may be written 
The quotient of which may be written Similarly, if the division be performed in the case of the quartic function, we shall find for the quotient of (P^^, -J--J- Again, in the case of n = 2, ** + -< P ' 2 + ] ■ < p22+^i (Iy) or, transforming the remainder as in the former? case, arid cbntinuing the division, ) which also may be transformed as follows:-
A similar process of division will be found, in the case of 3, to lead to the follow ing remainder:-? . -^+^-? 3 ' + ( f , -2 p ; + 3^^» + (?2_ 3 ?; ) { (^± » y _ ( * £ ♦ « ) '} If • • represent the -^-functions, coefficients of the <ps in this expression, the law of their formation will be found to be as follows:-
And generally we may write W ith a view to forming th e expression for R", let the symbol Q ) affixed to R( signify that in the expression for Rw the suffixes of the < ps have all been increased by unity. Then, by the principle of division,
= fo -( K -, -^R " . , ) Q + ^JO,+ . . .
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and in this expression the first and second terms in the quotient will be ^ 7tn m, and respectively;
and, in the same manner as (2.), the product of the second term of the quotient into the divisor may be written thus, and the remainder th u s:
But since, when p 1==N-M, [N -M -1 ,^,] = 0 , we may, without altering the value of (8.), change the superior limit of p x from N -M -1, to Nmay write the remainder (8.) in the following form:
Similarly, calling the first term of (9.) <JVrN"2, the third term in the quotient will be and so generally the ( r -f l) th term in the quotient will be ^ where It may be useful to compare these results with the actual division, in the above example. 
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I l l and if we make this expression =<E>2orN 2, the next remainder will be <
J> \ (m-p) t S n r -' K S ' h X S f r a ( t f )
• 2n=0<P»^ " A»=0 Y m^o L^^J^o > '
and the general term of this crN_* is to be found as follows: the sum of all which will be found, on reference to the expressions for the formation of the Os, to be equal to the first term of Os, viz, <pN_g; and consequently the coeffi cient of orN_* vanishes for all values of s not exceeding the greatest value of q, viz. N -M. If, however, s is greater than N -M, by any num ber t, so that s = N -M-{-#, then the pairs of values are inadmissible, and the pairs
alone rem ain; and consequently the coefficients of the powers of or, for s > N -M, do not vanish, and the remainder consists of a series of terms, the index of the highest power of sr being N -M + i>-# = N -s = N -N-J-M -1==M-1, as it should be.
As an example, we may calculate by means of the formulae given above, the final remainder in the external division of and consequently the second term in the quotient will be
The first term of the second remainder will then be in which determinant every column after the first consists of only two terms, viz. «) and \|/M (7r --s-1). Hence also the ( r + l ) t h term of the quotient will be 1 JN -M -r_______________ j____________ _____ : -_ :
As to the other terms, than the first, of the various remainders. In the first remainder, the first term of which is given by (3.), the (s-j-l)th term will be found by making w=N-s, m -M -s, in the expression which gives -8 £ (7
<Pn (5T-S)
Hence the entire first remainder may be expressed th u s:
Similarly, the general expression for the second remainder is which may be transformed th u s: ....
But the law of the expressions in the first form having been established above, it is unnecessary to pursue these latter formulae further.
